Host FM_Selan says:
Abertura Station Stardate 10202.06 "What Lies Ahead" Episode Four
 
Cast of Characters

Robert Pate as Captain Thelsh [CO]
Chris Gibson as Lieutenant Commander Oitan Hixxan [XO]
Kevin Geist as Lieutenant Apollo Jadahn [CBO]
Mike Stannard as Lieutenant Michael Lambert [CEO] & EO Jones
Scott Fisher as Ensign Tyler Hamilton [CVO]
Kurt Goring as Ensign Korben Dallas [CSEC] 

Michael Jones as K’logo, Freighter Crew & Laevon

And Introducing…

William Cox as Ensign Savok Sattor [CMO]

Host FM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Resume Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::wandering down the halls towards the hangar, getting ready to help out with the new shipment of supplies::

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
@::On the transport ship with the supplies::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: Yet another day has started and continued on Hais ... it is early afternoon as the Starfleet crew continues their work. Meanwhile, a Federation transport freighter enters the upper atmosphere of the planet with the station's CMO onboard.

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::exiting the security office::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The freighter shudders with the transition from space to air.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::In C&C waiting for the shuttle to arrive::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::looks around as he rounds another corner, and finally arrives at the hangar. He heads in, for the first time since they arrived. He's been spending most of his time in the garage up to now::

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
@::Holds on tight::

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::on level 12, looking at the power connections for the industrial replicators::

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
::Reviewing report in command and control he checks the assignment of several teams. After a few minutes he looks up and stares at the office of the Commanding Officer and wonders if he should approach her. Thinking that his reports can wait for another time when she is in her office - and less interrupted::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::looks around for Jadahn, to get his marching orders::

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::walks with one of the other Starfleet security officers toward the lift and steps in to ride down to Level-1::

Host FM_Selan says:
<Klingon at Base Operations Station> CO: A Federation transport is en route for landing ... it is the one that is scheduled to arrive.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::wanders around the C&C, looking over the various consoles::

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
::Looking down at his PADD he walks around command and control without his thoughts drifting off towards the Ganymede. He begins to write up a transmission to send to Commander Ashworth about his new assignment here, and he nearly runs into a Klingon officer::

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::steps out and out into the hanger:: CVO: Are they here yet, Hamilton?

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
K-BO: Understood.  Direct them to the landing zone.

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::points up in the air:: CSEC: That's it right there. Probably 2 minutes.

CBO_Lt-Jadahn says:
::on his way to the hangar with a PADD in hand, looking over the supply list:: Self: ...and one Chief Medical Officer, hmm?

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
CSEC: And you can call me Tyler you know, don't have to call me Hamilton all the time...

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::trying to make sense of the Dominion gibberish on the schematics PADD, comparing it to the tricorder reading he's getting::

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
@::Straps himself in for the landing::

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
@Self: Hope the FCO knows how to land ::Grins::

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::smiles and sends his deputy out to wait outside:: CVO: Force of habit, Hamilton.

Host FM_Selan says:
<K-BO> CO: Understood. ::Begins sending proper information to the freighter::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
*CBO*: Lt. The shuttle has arrived. It will be landing shortly.

CBO_Lt-Jadahn says:
*CO* Aye sir, I'm on my way to the hanger now.

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
CSEC: ::sighs:: Ok, Dallas ::emphasizes it, then realizes it won't bug him::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CMO gets a good view of the Haisian city of Kiyairn that resides below the mountain range Abertura is based on.

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
::He hears the conversation between the Klingon and his Andorian CO and tunes much of it out. After serving as a ship's Chief Engineer he became used to blocking out background noise and allowing the important details to filter through. Logging onto one PADD, he checks the ship's manifest and goes to confirm the personnel record on the CMO::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: On the street, the local Haisians briefly look up at the Federation freighter as it maneuvers in for landing ... they have all noticed the increased traffic this week.

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
CVO: Do you know what else we're supposed to be getting today?

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
@::Looking out the window:: Self: That is a good sized city, will have to check it out sometimes

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
CSEC: No idea. Probably some more crew though...they've been showing up on every single transport so far.

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
EO Jones: Ensign, hand me that coil spanner. ::makes an adjustment:: Keep an eye on the power regulation. I'd rather not have this system blow up in our faces.

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::more lambs for the slaughter:: CVO: I think I hear it. ::walks out of the hanger and rests his hand on his phaser::

CBO_Lt-Jadahn says:
::arrives in the hanger and looks around for Ens. Hamilton::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CSEC and CVO can see the small Freighter coming in for a landing on the "tarmac," and soon enough, it does.

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::senses Jadahn and turns around:: CBO: Mr. Jadahn.. ::walks over:: So.. what do you want me to do here?

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
@::Feels the freighter land::

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::Feels the backlash from the thrusters and stands firm, signaling his deputy to head to the door as he starts to look around for undesirables::

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
::Noticing Sattor's genetic history he sighs and does his best to avoid any pre-conceptions. He looks up to the CO and calls out across C&C:: CO: Captain, permission to go invite our new officer...aboard...ma'am?

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::points to an antigrav cart over by the wall:: CVO: Grab that cart that I set over there this morning and help me with these supplies, please.

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::nods as the power is within specified parameters... well, *Starfleet* parameters anyway..::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
CBO: Will do. ::goes over and grabs the cart, pushing it effortlessly over to one of the doors on the newly arrived transport::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
XO: Please do, Cmdr.  You can bring him up here after you have welcome him.

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Freighter crew get up, and prepare to unload the supplies the "old fashioned" way ... which they somewhat prefer. A large hatch is opened, showing them the tarmac and approaching SF officers ... giving the CMO a way out.

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
::Exits the shuttle with his gear in hand::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::watches an ensign walks off:: CMO: New assignment? ::chases after him::

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::stashing the PADD away in his bag, he makes his way over to the transport, stopping next to the CMO::

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::satisfied none of the station's 'other' personnel are on the Tarmac, he starts to watch the sky for Eirn dire::

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
::Turns to the CVO:: CVO: Aye, the new Doctor

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
::Without another word he steps into one of the lifts and is tempted to declare "Level 1" but instead recalls that he has to input the levels manually and does so, waiting for the doors to shut and the lift to plunge down the depressing 17 levels of the station::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::puts out his hand:: CMO: Welcome onboard Doc...you made a bad choice of where to come. I'm Tyler Hamilton.

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Freighter crew make comments about the high altitude and lack of air ... but toss the thoughts aside. Normally they'd want to check out the beautiful Haisian city, but the mere presence of the Dominion here sends familiar chills down all their spines.

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
CVO: Thank you Mr. Hamilton, why do you say that I have made a bad choice?

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
EO Jones: Continue running diagnostics. Prepare to replicate a standard test material. I'll load the system with the standard Federation replicator database.

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::opens his mouth to speak, but hesitates, and scrambles for his PADD again...he waits for the CMO to finish speaking to the CVO, somewhat irritated but controlling his body language::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
CMO: Wouldn't have come here if I were you... ::pauses, considers that he did come here and then continues:: Well, not again at least. It's hell here.

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::glances down:: CBO: Excuse me, Lieutenant, but if you're not going to be armed could we move this along? There's too many possible targets out here for those creatures.

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
CVO: Hell is only what you make of it Mr. Hamilton

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
::After a few moments wait, he steps out and heads in the direction of the tarmac, looking for any officers that he does not yet recognize. Not noticing any Klingon-Starfleet Medics he continues on outside and notices Hamilton talking to what appears to be a new officer:: CVO/CMO: Ensigns...

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
CMO: Ohhk.. ::almost chokes:: We'll see what you say next week...

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
::Sees the XO and stands at attention::

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::is about to say something else but squints in the sun, seeing something far away::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::pauses and bites his lip:: XO: Sir. ::tries not to let it show that he's not fond of the blue guy::

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::gives Dallas a stern look, but softens his face after he recognizes his good intentions:: CMO: Ensign ::looking at his PADD:: Savok Sattor...I'll have your quarters assigned within the hour...hopefully.

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::taps his badge:: *C&C*: Dallas to Control.

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
::Looks at the CBO:: CBO: Thank you Lt

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: What the CSEC spots becomes apparent to the others now too, a figure standing on a ledge a quarter mile away ... barely recognizable. Only the clear air and altitude permit them to get a good view. Soon, other figures appear …

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
*CSEC* Go ahead, Ens.

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
::He nods to Hamilton with a smile:: CVO: Ensign Hamilton...::He looks over to the CMO with a nod:: CMO: Ensign Savok Sattor I presume...::He holds up his hands in a Vulcan greeting, mimicking it as best he can:: Lt. Commander Oitan Hixxan, station XO.

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
XO: Sir...if you don't mind, I need to get moving with the supplies, so if you'll excuse Hamilton and I.

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::is satisfied with the look of the diagnostics, and inputs a test to replicate a medium-sized glass with 40 cc's of water at 10 degrees Celsius::

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
*CO*: Captain, I'm seeing people about a quarter mile away to the Southwest, can you confirm? Shall I investigate?

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
XO: If you'll excuse me sir, I have some work to do. ::walks away without waiting for an answer::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
*CSEC* Stand by.

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
::Returns the Vulcan Greeting and then extends his hand for a shake:: XO: Thank you Sir

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
K-BO: Identify the lifeforms.

Host FM_Selan says:
<K-BO> ::Hears the CSEC report, brings up exterior visual sensors ... points in that direction. Spots the figures:: CO: There is nothing to be troubled about ... they're the Haispoi. Local farmers that reside in this mountain range.

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::covers his badge and walks inside, keeping his eyes on the figures::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::once they're a ways away:: CBO: Thank you. ::sighs:: I don't like him... ::said jaggedly::

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
::Watches the CVO Leave:: 

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: All those outside hear a peculiar yet melody-like siren which calls out from the figures in the distance ... it carries across the mountains like a familiar whisper.

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
::Stares at his hand for a brief moment and is unsure as to why the Vulcan-Klingon hybrid is using a Terran greeting custom. He takes his hand and shakes it once, looking up at him:: CMO: Welcome to Abertura station Ensign...if you'll please follow me...

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
CVO: I hadn't noticed... ::smirks, then starts unloading the supplies from the cargo hold onto the cart::

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::waits as the unit powers up, almost bracing for it to explode::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
K-BO: IS this a common practice for them?

Host FM_Selan says:
<K-BO> CO: Not really ... they're unpredictable, but not a threat.

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
::Follows the XO:: XO: Thank you sir

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::grabs some of the carts tossed out by the shuttle crew, loading them on the cart::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Freighter crew pauses to listen to the siren song of the Haispoi.

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: Suddenly, the CO hears her most favorite Vorta in the world arrive ...

Host Laevon says:
ALL: What exactly is that dreadful noise?

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::about to step into ATWT-2:: *CO*: Captain, should I investigate?

Host Laevon says:
::Entering the C & C::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
*CSEC* Ens. the Klingons inform me that they are local farmers, and do not pose a threat.  Keep an eye on them, but make no hostile moves.

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::looks over at the Haispoi:: CBO: What are they doing? ::annoyed::

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
CMO: Ensign, is this your first field assignment away from Starfleet Medical? ::He enters the main complex and after navigating several corridors without second thought he approaches one of the lifts::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::continues loading the anti-grab cart, glancing over at the Haispoi every so often::

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::takes his hand off the door lock:: *CO*: Yes ma'am. Dallas out.

Host Laevon says:
ACTION: A medium-sized glass of water appears in the industrial replicator.

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
::Follows the XO & makes mental notes:: XO: Aye it is

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::setting a box down:: CVO: You know, I should probably know that...get familiar with the local culture....but I'll be damned if I know.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::Antennae twitch in irritation:: Laevon: I believe that it is some local farmers, at least that is what K'logo tells me.

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
CBO: You think they'd shut up if I asked them real nice?

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::closes down the connection and walks back on to the tarmac, keeping his attention stretched between the sky and the ridge::

Host Laevon says:
::Steps forward:: CO: Ah ... the Haispoi? Do they have nothing better to do with their time?

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::glances hard at Hamilton::

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
::Continues to follow the XO::

Host Laevon says:
ACTION: The beautiful siren song begins to fade as the Haispoi figures vanish back to where they came from. Soon enough, they are gone.

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
CMO: You're definitely...in for some surprises...::Taps several Dominion controls casually and send the lift up to C&C. Less then a week aboard and he is already getting a general sense of the operation of Abertura already::...it will be an amazing experience, I can guarantee you that Ensign.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
Laevon: this is not the representatives from the city is it?  You said they would not be here till later!

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
CVO: Yes I do.  But it's not the reaction of the Haispoi I'd be worried about.

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::waits for the materialization to complete before reaching in::
EO Jones: Do you want to test the water, or should I?
<EO Jones> Lambert: No sir, the honor is all yours.
EO Jones: Thanks ensign. ::breathes in and out, then takes a sip, very slowly::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::turns around to look at Korben, having sensed the sudden look he got:: CSEC: ::pause:: What?

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
XO: Commander, we have to use manual controls here?

Host Laevon says:
CO: I thought you were familiar with Haisian politics ... the Haispoi are religious farmers who have set themselves apart from all others for their own reasons. While one of them will be present when the delegation arrives, no, that is not them ...

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::sees the Haispoi leave... guess that answers her question::

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::shrugs:: CVO: Forget it. ::goes back on his patrol of the tarmac, watching the sky again::

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
CMO: Yes Ensign...during the incident between the Klingon and Dominion forces many primary systems were damaged, power distribution, lighting, weapons and even computer command...we have Engineering crews working round the clock to repair as much as possible before the Corp. of Engineers arrives next month...

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
CSEC: No really...what did I do? ::pressing, he loads up one more supply cart and takes a few steps over::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
Laevon: I have a very limited knowledge of the Haisians... SF was not provided much information, and you have yet to provide that cultural report I requested.

Host Laevon says:
ACTION: The water tastes normal ... suddenly, the glass begins to deteriorate in the CEO's hands ... the molecular structure was not properly configured by the replicator, and it melts away in his hands. Soon, his tunic is momentarily covered with an icky goo.

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
XO: Aye, how damaged was the sickbay?

Host Laevon says:
CO: It was sent to your office this morning ... I am sure you have just been too busy to notice it.

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::turns around with irritation when he feels Hamilton get closer:: CVO: It doesn't matter, si.. Hamilton.

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
CMO: Frankly...I don't think anyone's checked it since our arrival...::He steps out onto Command and control::...Starfleet systems have had the lowest priority as of late...::He looks out at the command center with a smile:: Welcome to Command & Control...

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
XO: Thank you ::Looks around C&C::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::Grits her teeth at his tone:: Laevon: That must be it.  I will review it shortly and get back to you for any clarifications.  Was there something else I can do for you?

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::pauses and looks straight at him, then bites his lower lip and turns away:: CSEC: I'd appreciate it if you didn't do that, ::emphasizes again:: Dallas.

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
::Self: I hope SB is in good shape::

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::moves a full cart out of the area and brings in an empty one::

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
EO Jones: Lovely.. looks like the molecular cohesion is off. These damn systems.. why can't we just replace them with our own replicators. ::spits out the water he has left in his mouth, in case it was "contaminated"::

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
::He pats the Vulcan hybrid on the back once and then stops, realizing the man probably finds the action quite illogical and makes a note not to continue such action:: CBO: Lieutenant Jadahn...

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::sighs and keeps on with his patrol::

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::looks up into the sky to see what Dallas is so worked up about::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::walks back over the transport, climbing up into the back of it and tossing a few barrels down to the tarmac to be loaded onto the anti-grav cart a little later. Does everything in a manner that shows he's a bit upset::

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
<EO Jones> ::throws Lambert a nearby towel::

Host Laevon says:
CO: I just wanted to express my appreciation, my dear Captain, for such a prompt action in restoring proper power to the hatchery. Our batch is well under way.

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::looks back over his shoulders to where the Haispoi were, then returns his gaze to the skyline, watching for Eirn dire::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::is quite worked up...wishes he wasn't telepathic right now. Bad enough to have your own depressing and agitated thoughts, but everyone else's too...::

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::moving another cart out of the way, he narrowly misses a flying barrel::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
Laevon: I would be interested in touring your cloning facility, Laevon.  Such useful technology... just stir up a new batch of subordinates.

Host Laevon says:
ACTION: Soon enough, all the unloading is complete ... the Freighter crew eagerly begins to return back to their vessel.

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
::Waits for Apollo to respond and takes several steps closer to the center of C&C. He takes several steps up to a higher level and looks around and realizes that Jadahn is not present:: CMO: I was hoping that our Chief of Operations could assist in the assignment of quarters for you however...he seems to be occupied with the cargo...

Host Laevon says:
CO: Certainly, my gracious Commander. Whenever you wish, I will certainly show you around ...

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
CMO: ...if you'd care to be shown to sickbay doctor...we can go do our own damage assessment.

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
XO: Thank you sir, I would like to get an handle on the situation and order any needed supplies

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::hops back out of the freighter, and watches it's crew hurriedly climb back in:: Freighter Crew: Thanks for stopping by, come on over any time.

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::takes the padd in his hand and notes the time of departure for the freighter crew for reports later and begins to walk back toward the hanger::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
Laevon: I will take you up on that

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
XO: Commander... Is this our new Doctor?

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
EO Jones: Must be a misalignment with the matter transition coils.. Take the power offline again, looks like we get to try this all over again.

Host Laevon says:
::Smiles and just pleasantly stands by, watching the SF / Klingon crew [there is a strange lack of Jem'Hadar present] work along::

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
::He spins on his heels and nods to the Andorian woman in front of him:: CO: Yes...Ensign Savok Sattor...fresh from Starfleet Medical ma'am...::He smiles and motions in Sattor's direction::

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::stops by Jadahn:: CBO: Are your people done yet, Lieutenant?

Host Laevon says:
ACTION: One of the Freighter crew rolls his eyes at the CVO, and soon enough ... preparation for departure is completed, and the freighter exits the same way it came.

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
::Stands at attention:: CO: Doctor Sattor reporting for duty, ma'am::

Host Laevon says:
::The pale Vorta observes the newly arrived Doctor:: XO: Interesting, Mr. Hickan. ::Turns to the CMO:: CMO: A pleasure to meet you Doctor Sattor.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::looks up, up, up at the VERY large Klingon, with Vulcan overtones::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::watches the Freighter take off and frowns before turning back around to face the monstrous, ugly Abertura, then talks to the building itself:: I hate you.

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::watches as the freighter takes off...somewhat suddenly:: CSEC: Apparently.  We'll just move this stuff into storage to be unpacked a long time from now.

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
::Looks at Laevon:: Laevon: Same here sir

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
::Looks down at the Captain::

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
::He sighs at the miss pronunciation of his name and mouths out the words "It's Hixxan...H-i-x-x-a-n...and decides not to mention it out loud:: Laevon: Do you know if the conflict with the Klingon officers spread to the medical facilities aboard?

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::nods:: CBO: Yes sir. ::whistles for his deputy on the other side of the tarmac and calls him over::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::Ignores Laevon, but antennae twitch in that certain way:: CMO: Welcome Doctor.  I am Captain Thelsh.  Welcome to the Gap.

Host Laevon says:
::Dripping with sarcasm:: CMO: If it's anything this station needs, it's another Klingon. Even one of ... your uniqueness. ::A smile spreads upon his lips::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::looks back at Jadahn:: CBO: Ok.. where you want this stuff?

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
CO: The Gap?

Host Laevon says:
::Momentarily glances at the Andorian in regard to her calling the station - "the gap." It is somewhat apparent that he despises the name attributed by the resident Starfleet personnel::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
CMO: It is a translation of the stations name.  Abertura mean 'the gap' in an earth language.

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
::Looks at Laevon:: Laevon: Thank you but ignores the rest of his sarcasm remark::

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
CO: Understood Captain

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
::Catches Laevon's glance towards Thelsh and realizes it's meaning. He doesn't comment at all - he agrees with Laevon on that point:: CO: I was just about to show the dear doctor to our medical facilities aboard...

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
CVO: We'll move these up to level 12 and I'll organize their contents later.  Thank you for your assistance.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::Smiles slightly at the apparent discomfort Laevon has for that name... make a mental note to rub it in::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
CBO: Ok... ::frowns at the fact that they have to go all the way up to level 12, but grabs a cart and starts pushing::

Host Laevon says:
CMO: Abertura is actually an unofficial name ... we are technically known as station AR-439.

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::walks toward the hanger, brushing by Tyler:: CVO: I'm taking number 3 to go check on our 'friends' out there. ::keeps on toward the gray land vehicle::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
XO: Very well, Commander.  :CMO: Ensign. You are welcome to the station, but I am sure you have a lot of work ahead of you...

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
EO Jones: The water tasted fine, so it must be an error in the cohesion matrix.. Perform a level 2 diagnostic on the main matter conduits. I'm going to see if the supply ship is here yet. We're going to need some more power relay conduits. Keep me informed of your progress.

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
CSEC: Ok, better come back in one piece though!

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
CO: Thank you Captain, will get right on it

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
CMO: The XO will take you to the Sickbay, which I must admit to have neglected for the last week.  Give me a report on its condition as soon as you can

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::moves a cart into the lift::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::follows behind Jadahn:: CBO: What's in these anyways?

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
CO: Aye Captain along with any supplies as well 

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::waves without looking back and opens the door before climbing in::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
CMO: Very good, Doctor.

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
CVO: Everything...from medical supplies to power converters.  I've been waiting on this stuff way too long.  Life will finally be a bit easier for me now.

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
::He nods to the Andorian commander and takes the steps down to Sattor's level. Heading in the direction of the lift again he motions for the doctor to follow him:: CMO: If you will follow me...

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
::Turns on his heals:: XO/CO: Aye

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
::Follows the XO::

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::slips the driver's seat back and waits for it to conform to his height and weight before starting it and pulling out of the garage::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::considers a second:: CBO: Any furniture?

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
::He places level 4 into the keypad and watches as the doors shut behind the medic. After an awkward pause he looks up:: CMO: Ensign, would you object to a question of a personal matter?

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
::Raises an eye brow:: XO: Ok ::Looks puzzled::

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::hears voices up ahead as he walks along the hallway, sees the CVO and CBO up ahead::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::looks up and gets a big grin, then waves:: CEO: Hey there Mr. Lambert!

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::drives off the end of the tarmac and feels hardly a bump on the rough ground as he heads SW::

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
CMO: I was curious...Klingon's are notorious for bad tempers...and as we all know, the Vulcan people are seen in a very stoic mannerism...how does that effect your mental discipline? ::Trying to understand a way to predict the unusual half-breed medic::

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::pulls out PADD:: CVO: Umm...no, sorry, not in this load.  Just remember not to touch the sticky stuff on the bottoms of the chairs for a while until we get some new furniture.

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
CVO Hamilton/CBO Jadahn: Ensign, Lieutenant.. I presume these are the supplies for today?

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::smiles a bit as he sinks the throttle a little more:: Self: A lot faster than those troop carriers we had.

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
CBO: Umm.. next time you put in an order you want to see if you can get some big tables, and chairs and stuff? I'm setting up a lounge for us to use...God knows we need somewhere to relax...and drink! ::grins.. he's putting himself in a somewhat better mood::

Host Laevon says:
::Looks out at the city of Kiyairn:: CO: Elegant place, is it not?

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
XO: Good question, I have more Vulcan in me than Klingon when it comes to my temper and such, the temper does not come out that much, I have a desire to heal and that is why I chose this field

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
CEO: Yep. Fresh off the transport.

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
CEO: Eh, yeah...  ::turns to Hamilton:: CVO: I'll see what I can do...it was hard enough just getting this stuff.

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::kicks up dust behind him as he quickly approaches the ridge the farmers were on and heads into the rocks without hesitation::

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
XO: As for my mental discipline, I would say more Vulcan, I tend to be logical, most of the time that is

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
CBO: Doesn't have to be a lot...we don't have a very big crew right now, and I doubt the Klingons or JH are going to want to unwind with us.

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
CMO: Interesting...::Makes a mental generalization that many Klingons appear to be in the military field - not a medical one. After a brief pause he exits the lift and heads through the dimly lit maze to sickbay::...of course...it would be illogical for me to assume otherwise considering your Vulcan heritage.

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
CBO Jadahn: Why don't you add Starfleet industrial replicators to the list too? These Dominion systems are a real pain in the ... miktah.

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
XO: Correct, that would be illogical ::Grins slightly::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::grins and slaps Lambert on the back:: CEO: Nice cover. ::chuckles a little to himself::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
Laevon: It is quite a beautiful sight, I must admit.  But Laevon, I have a question for you...  How have the founders taken the reports of our... assumption of command?

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::slows down a little as he feels the independent traction drag the ATWT up the rocks and up to the cliff edge:: Self: Where did you guys go... ::opens the door and steps outside::

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
::Takes a PADD out to make notes of repairs & supplies needed here::

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
CEO: Umm, I believe we have some of the components for just that...but I'm not sure if we have all of them.  I'll do a more thorough check later.  ::looking over his PADD while accounting for the supplies::

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
::As they approach sickbay he notices that the doors are sealed and he inputs several command codes and hopes the computer accepts them. As the metal door begin to slide to the side, he notices a pair of phaser marks on the door. With a deep breath he steps into the room::

Host Laevon says:
CO: "Beautiful" ... but ultimately useless. The Founders are wise in many things, and the need for material things is a ... mortal requirement. ::Momentary pause:: I assume they care little of this station, as gods rarely do, and as such could care less what Starfleet does with it.

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
::Follows the XO:: Self: Humm, interesting

Host Laevon says:
::Turns to stare at the CO with his pale blue eyes:: CO: So tell me, Captain, how do you feel about taking command of this station?

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::arrives at the storage area and enters with his cart::  CVO: We can leave these on the carts for now, and then... ::spots a note on his PADD:: whoops... ::unloads a case from the cart:: ...this one doesn't go here.

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::leans back into the truck and picks up a pair of ocular enhancers before stepping on the tire and standing up on the hood to look for the farmers::

Host Laevon says:
ACTION: The makeshift sickbay is a mess ... literally. The Klingons have not made a habit of cleaning up, and some quite smelly men are resting on "bio-beds" nearby. The room is dimly lit ... dark purple blood is dried and splattered here and there.

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::gives the cart a push and then lets it glide along on it's own into the almost empty room:: CBO: Done.

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::coughs as the CVO slaps him on the back... resists the urge to knock him on his.. err, miktah.. he walks with them the rest of the way to the storage area::

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
::He looks around the dim lights of sickbay and looks over to the medic beside him:: CMO: Appears to be...in tact...::He puts it as lightly as possible. He does his best not to focus on the dried pools of blood on the floor that he is currently standing on::

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
*Computer*: Lights, level five ::Remembers the computer does not work::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::Meets Laevon’s pale eyes:: Laevon: I will be truthful with you... I is not my most desired of assignments.  In fact it ranks pretty low, and is getting lower all the time.  But it is something that SF assigned to me, and it will be something I will succeed in.

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
XO: On the other hand, there will a lot of work to be done here

CSEC_Ensign_Dallas says:
::increases the magnification and looks for traces of the farmers::

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
::Looks at the two bodies:: XO: I will need to decontaminate this room

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::makes a note to have some crewmen bring up the rest of the supplies after he goes through this batch::

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::sees Ensign Jones has completed diagnostics for the replicator and walks over to him::

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
CVO/CEO: I'll talk to you two later...I've got to get this case...elsewhere... ::heads to the CO's office::

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
::He goes to rest against a console and notices the solidified blood dripped all over the place:: CMO: That would be quite...advisable doctor...::He writes down on his PADD - "Engineering team - sickbay."::

CMO_Ens_Sattor says:
XO: Permission to use some men to get this sickbay up to SFM standards

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
Laevon: And you will help me succeed...

XO_LtCmdr_Hixxan says:
CMO: Granted...I'll work it into the duty rosters...just get his place up and running...

Host Laevon says:
::Nods:: CO: It must be a change from the starship life you are accustomed to. I believe it has been said by your human companions that ... what lies behind us is not as important as what we have become and do now. ::A smile creeps upon his pale skin:: Of course, what lies ahead of us is something entirely different ...

Host Laevon says:
ACTION: And with that, Laevon turns and leaves the CO standing and looking out upon the Haisian homeworld ... the beginning of something new.

Host Laevon says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= End Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
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